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Most people have a soundtrack of life, a set of special musical pieces closely linked to certain biographical ex
periences. Autobiographical memories (AM) and music listening (ML) involve complex mental processes ruled by
differentiate brain networks. The aim of the paper was to determine the way both networks interact in linked
occurrences. We performed an fMRI experiment on 31 healthy participants (age: 32.4 ± 7.6, 11 men, 4 lefthanders). Participants had to recall AMs prompted by music they reported to be associated with personal bio
graphical events (LMM: linked AM-ML events). In the main control task, participants were prompted to recall
emotional AMs while listening known tracks from a pool of popular music (UMM: unlinked AM-ML events). We
wanted to investigate to what extent LMM network exceeded the overlap of AM and ML networks by contrasting
the activation obtained in LMM versus UMM. The contrast LMM>UMM showed the areas (at P < 0.05 FWE
corrected at voxel level and cluster size>20): right frontal inferior operculum, frontal middle gyrus, pars tri
angularis of inferior frontal gyrus, occipital superior gyrus and bilateral basal ganglia (caudate, putamen and
pallidum), occipital (middle and inferior), parietal (inferior and superior), precentral and cerebellum (6, 7 L, 8
and vermis 6 and 7). Complementary results were obtained from additional control tasks. Provided part of
tLMM>UMM areas might not be related to ML-AM linkage, we assessed LMM brain network by an independent
component analysis (ICA) on contrast images. Results from ICA suggest the existence of a cortico-pontocerebellar network including left precuneus, bilateral anterior cingulum, parahippocampal gyri, frontal infe
rior operculum, ventral anterior part of the insula, frontal medial orbital gyri, caudate nuclei, cerebellum 6 and
vermis, which might rule the ML-induced retrieval of AM in closely linked AM-ML events. This topography may
suggest that the pathway by which ML is linked to AM is attentional and directly related to perceptual pro
cessing, involving salience network, instead of the natural way of remembering typically associated with default
mode network.

1. Introduction
Music is a rich and complex sensorial experience that, quoting Leo
nard Bernstein, can name the unnamable and communicate the un
knowable.2 The persistence of music related memories in late stages of

Alzheimer’s disease (AD) [1] allow us adding that music may make
unforgettable some memories that otherwise would be lost. Most people
have a soundtrack of life, a set of musical pieces closely linked to past
events. That music is not necessarily the most loved one, but that music
that certainly recalls an autobiographic episode when listened to it. It
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could be the case of, for instance, the summer hit of an unforgettable
holidays, the song played at a school festival or a piece danced in a first
date. Both autobiographic memories (AM) retrieval and music listening
(ML) are complex cognitive tasks. One question then arises: how do AM
and ML networks interact in linked occurrences?
Brain regions associated to AM retrieval have been consistently
determined through a large number of studies, e.g. [2–12]. It entails
several simultaneous processes involving an extensive brain network.
Part of the network comprises prefrontal cortex areas: lateral for search,
ventromedial for self-monitoring and medial for self-referential pro
cesses [4,7]. Another major fraction of AM retrieval network is consti
tuted by the retrosplenial cortex, associated to memory processing and
construction of mental scenes [4–6,11], precuneus, cuneus, para
hippocampal gyri and ventral temporo-occipital regions, whose activa
tion has been attributed to AM vividness and visuospatial imagery
(memory elaboration jointly with medial prefrontal cortex) [4,5,13–15].
In turn, temporal and ventral parietal lobes, especially superior tem
poral gyri, temporo-parietal junction and temporal poles, has been
profusely related to AM retrieval [2,3,7,16–18]. In particular, angular
gyri have been described as an important hub in AM network involved in
information integration [19,20]. Additionally, amygdala, hippocampi
and frontal operculum, among other limbic structures, have been
described to be involved in emotional response to AM [4,5,21,22], even
related to the pleasance of remembrance itself [23].
Likewise, ML is a complex task covering many cognitive components.
First of all, ML is a sensory experience that contains temporal encoded
information, which demands an auditory-motor interaction (auditory,
motor, premotor areas [24,25] and the limbic system [26,27]). ML re
quires the analysis of simultaneous and sequential sounds (harmony and
melody), which entails a dialogue between superior temporal cortex and
inferior frontal lobe [28–31] and mainly involves temporal poles [30,
32–35]. Additionally, ML can elicit emotions, which has been described
to be dissociated to the enjoyment of music [36], implicating the reward
circuit [37–42]. Further regions have also been reported to be associated
to music-evoked emotions, such as: Rolandic operculum [37], ventral
parietal and dorso-lateral prefrontal cortex [41], inferior temporal gyri
[43] and medial prefrontal cortex [44]. In case of known music, ML
elicits the musical memory circuit, i.e. the ability to recognize known
melodies together with feeling of familiarity, which entails the partici
pation of middle cingulum, temporal poles and frontal opercula
[45–49]. ML of known music activates, as well, the auditory imagery
(left middle frontal gyrus[15]) and can unleash imaginary singing,
playing or dancing (premotor and superior parietal gyrus [50]). Finally,
several studies have compared music and language networks. In
particular, it has been reported that language and music share the
contribution of superior temporal gyri and Broca’s areas among other
prefrontal regions [51,52].
Few studies involving ML and AM have been reported to date. In the
work by Janata et al. [53], participants rated, among other items, their
autobiographical association with familiar songs they listened. The main
result, in relationship to the topic of our work, was that autobiograph
ically salient music activated the medial prefrontal cortex, posterior
cingulate, angular gyrus and temporal areas in contrast to unfamiliar
music, demonstrating the spontaneous activation of the AM network in a
task with low retrieval demands. Two years later, Ford et al. [54] issued
a paper from music-evoked AM. In that work, participants were asked to
retrieve whatever AMs came to their minds after listening 30 s clips of
popular songs. Results indicated the involvement of posterior cingulate,
medial prefrontal and ventral lateral prefrontal cortices, middle and
superior temporal gyri, parahippocampal regions and caudate. In this
study, authors also pointed out that ML retrieve AM naturally, without
explicit instruction. Additionally, AMs retrieved by ML were often
highly emotional. Recently Thaut et al. [55] presented an interesting
fMRI study in which participants listened personally selected music
against new compositions. Despite the experiment did not consist in AM
retrieval, but in musical memory, the use of personally chosen songs

provoked ecphory of autobiographical events, as reported in the work,
obtaining maps that included AM related areas. The ML induced ecphory
of autobiographic events might also resulted in the recruitment of AM
areas in other ML experiments [45,47,56].
As far as we know, the mechanisms implied in the interrelation of ML
and AM networks remain unclear. A better understanding of the network
linkage might shed light on the brain functional organization and, ac
cording previous reports, could help to design therapies to reinforce AMs
in early stages of AD pathology [57,58]. With this in mind, the aim of
this work was to investigate by fMRI the network associated to linked
ML and AM events (LMM from now on, for linked music & memories).
Our hypothesis was that maps associated to LMM and UMM were going
to include the greatest part of AM and ML maps, those described in
literature reported in the introduction, since all the mentioned processes
should be active in both tasks. As well, we expected few specific areas
concerned to ML-AM interrelation that we guessed might involve the
salience network and limbic system. To this end, we designed an fMRI
paradigm to determine to what extent LMM network exceeds the overlap
of AM and ML networks by contrasting the activation obtained in the
retrieval of ML-AM linked events (LMM) versus ML-AM unlinked ones
(UMM).
2. Material and methods
2.1. Sample
The sample consisted of 31 cognitively healthy volunteers aged
20–50 years old (age: 34.5 ± 9.6, 11 men) without visual or auditory
impairment. All participants gave written consent to take part in the
experiment, which was approved by the Ethical committee of Parc de
Salut Mar from Barcelona under the number 2019/8853/I.
2.2. Experimental design
Few weeks before the MRI session (minimum 2, for logistic reasons),
participants were asked to provide five musical pieces that brought them
AM. As a clue, they were requested to find music fitting the sentence:
’every time I listen to it, I remember when.’ without any restriction on
the kind of music or AM it recalled. Twelve extra tracks were individ
ually selected from a pool of 50 well-known and 20 unfamiliar songs
(musical groups with low dissemination, i.e., foreign emergent groups or
street artists) to be used in control tasks. The selection criterion for
control tracks was that their sound wave profiles (intensity of sound
along time) matched with those from participant’s tracks, in order to
avoid potential differences in activation of limbic system due to beat
strength and rhythm [26,27] (Fig. A1 in Supplementary Material for
some examples). The ratio native/foreign language of lyrics was also
balanced between participant’s and control tracks. An excerpt of 24 s
was selected from each track, as they were easily identifiable in very few
seconds.
The fMRI paradigm was designed to determine active areas in the AM
recall rather than responsive areas to passive ML. It started with 10 s of
noise habituation (including 3 dummy scans) and four runs of the loop
described in Fig. 1. The loop consisted in (1) LMM (Linked Music &
Memory): to visualize the AMs evoked by one of the participant’s track
while listening to it, (2) Arith: to develop an arithmetic series, i.e., to
count by threes or fours from a randomized number from 50 to 500, and
to push a button at each addition using the right thumb, (3) UMM (for
Unlinked Music & Memory): to visualize an emotional AM proposed by
the researcher while listening known music, (4) Arith: to fulfill a second
arithmetic progression, (5) NKM (Neutral AM & Known Music): to
visualize an emotionally neutral AMs while listening to known music
and (6) NUM (Neutral AM & Unfamiliar Music): to visualize an
emotionally neutral AMs while listening to unfamiliar music. We
introduced an active task (Arith) instead the more standard rest period
to deal with the large latency of LMM and UMM activations during the
2
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2.4. Further data collection
After the scanner session, participants were requested to answer a
short questionnaire. First, they were asked about how they felt during
the experiment, to detect potential emotional blocks due to MRI envi
ronment that could had affected the performance of the tasks. Later,
participants were asked about the difficulty to retrieve the proposed AM.
Also, they were asked whether they knew the tracks in UMM, NKM and
NUM (tracks were played again in case of doubt). Additionally, they
were requested to score the intensity of the feeling when listening to
their own tracks (0: neutral, 1: slightly emotional, 2: highly emotional),
the valence of it (− 1: negative emotions, 0: ambivalent emotions, 1:
positive emotions), the clarity of their memories (0: I just have a general
overview of what happened, 1: I remember it with some detail, 2: I
remember it as it was yesterday). Finally, we collected few personal data
to be potentially used as confounders in second-level analyses: Previous
musical knowledge (from 0: none to 4: professional level), music con
sumption (form 0: less than 1 h/week to 4: more that 30 h/week) and
their handedness. A statistical description of answers to the question
naire is shown in Table 1.
2.5. Image processing
Image processing were mainly performed by means of SPM12 (https
://www.fil.ion.ucl.ac.uk/spm/), except for the use of FSL’s topup
toolbox to correct fMRI series for EPI distortion [59] and GIFT toolbox
used for the independent component analyses (ICA) on contrast images
[60]. Processing began with the realignment of fMRI series. The mean of
the first 5 test fMRI images, acquired in phase encoding AP direction,
and the mean of the first 5 volumes of the fMRI sequence, which was
acquired in PA phase encoding direction, were used as topup inputs to
correct fMRI images for EPI distortion. Then, topup corrected images
were realigned again and the new fMRI mean images were registered to
the corresponding T1 image. Next, DARTEL algorithm was used to
calculate the warpings from particular T1 native space to MNI, which
were applied to fMRI images, keeping the original resolution of 3 mm
voxel size. Normalized images were then smoothed with an 8 mm
FWHM Gaussian kernel and masked with a common 2-voxel dilated gray
matter mask, to remove voxels of no interest to statistical analyses.
Finally, we detected defective volumes as defined by showing an outlier
value of the average correlation coefficient (CC) with the rest of the
images of the fMRI series it belonged to. We calculated an experimental
distribution of CC among fMRI images within subjects and marked those
volumes whose CC with the rest of the images of their series were more
than 2.5 standard deviations lower than expected.

Fig. 1. The fMRI paradigm consisted of 4 different runs of this schema of tasks,
preceded by 10 s of noise habituation. Messages on the screen (MRI compatible
goggles) were displayed using white text over dark blue background. ’resp’ for
response device.

following rest period, observed in the pilot scans performed before the
study. Arith was chosen as disruptive task because, a priori, it would
share very few activation areas with LMM and UMM. NKM and NUM
were included for control purposes, to determine emotional network
through the contrast UMM>NKM and to determine music recognition
network through the NKM>NUM contrast. The four tracks presented in
LMM were randomly selected from the five provided by the participants
to dismiss, as much as possible, anticipating effects. Refer to Supple
mentary Material for an extended description of the experimental
setting, including the list of AMs to retrieve and a rationale for the
paradigm design.
2.3. MRI acquisition

2.6. Statistical analyses

Participants were submitted to a single MRI session on a 3 T Philips
Ingenia CX system equipped with a 32-channel head-coil, which
included a reference 3D-T1 structural image (FFE; FOV = 240 mm,
1.2 mm isotropic voxel, 150 sagittal slices; TR/TE/TI =
9.9/4.6/900 ms) and an fMRI experiment (BOLD contrast, FOV =
240 mm, 3 mm isotropic voxels, 46 axial slices with gap = 0, Multiband
= 2, TR/TE = 1750/35 ms, Flip Angle = 70◦ , sofTone mode = yes to
reduce approximately in 20 dB the scanner noise, 294 volumes and 3
dummies to remove T1-effect on BOLD images, for a total acquisition
time of 9’ 40’’). As orbitofrontal regions were of great interest, we tilted
fMRI field of view so axial slices were parallel to frontal lobe ventral
edge in order to minimize the susceptibility artifact in those areas. The
overturn was an increase in such artifact in inferior temporal gyri
around the inner ear. Previous to fMRI, a short fMRI test was run to
calibrate the headphones. The phase encoding of the test fMRI was
reverted to be used to correct fMRI for EPI distortions.

We run a general linear model (GLM) analyses of fMRI time series
including movement parameter as nuisance variables and a nulling re
gressor for each defective volume [61]. We employed a boxcar design
Table 1
Demographics and answers to post-fMRI questionnaire.
Age (years)
Musical studies (0–4)
Music consumption (0–4)
Mean emotion (0–2)
Mean valence (− 1 to 1)
Mean clarity of memories (0–2)
Sex
Handedness

Mean

Std

32.4
1.21
2.82
1.65
0.76
1.66
20 F
24 R

7.6
1.42
0.72
0.27
0.27
0.26
8M
4L

Demographics and answers to fMRI questionnaires. Mean emotion, valence and
clarity of remembrance refer to average value of the self-reported scores to
participant’s tracks.
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(one regressor for each task: LMM, Arith, UMM, NKM and NUM) using
the standard hemodynamic response function and including spatial and
temporal derivatives to facilitate a better adjustment of the predicted
hemodynamic response to real data. FAST method was used to deal with
noise autocorrelations [62]. Then, we run GLM second level analyses for
the contrast of interest LMM>UMM and the control contrasts:
LMM>Arith, UMM>Arith, UMM>LMM, UMM>NKM, NKM>NUM and
Arith>LMM, including age and sex as nuisance variables since they had
been reported to have an impact on AM retrieval [63]. Other potential
nuisance variables (handedness, musical education, music consump
tion) did not reveal any significant effect when tested individually. The
rest of potential confounders (intensity of emotion during the task,
precision of memories) were not included as nuisance variables because
they presented very low variability among the sample (see Table 1 in 3.1
for a summary of participant’s scores to post-fMRI questionnaire). For all
analyses, the statistical threshold was set to P < 0.05, FWE corrected at
voxel level, and we did not consider relevant the clusters smaller than 20
voxels (0.5 cm3). Significant clusters were labeled by means of AAL
toolbox [64]. In the labeling of clusters covering more than one AAL
area, we did not report subclusters smaller than 5 voxels since they were
considered as smoothing-related spreading effects.

3.2. Between-condition contrasts
We first examined brain responses for the main contrast linked MLAM versus unlinked ML-AM events (LMM>UMM) (Fig. 2a). It
comprised the right frontal inferior operculum and a large set of bilateral
regions amongst which stand out: basal ganglia (caudate, putamen and
pallidum), insula, anterior cingulum, inferior and superior parietal
lobule, frontal middle gyrus, pars triangularis of the inferior frontal
gyrus (Broca’s area), occipital middle gyrus and cerebellum 6 and 8
areas. In turn, Fig. 2b shows the control contrasts LMM>Arith (blue) and
UMM>Arith (red), where violet indicates shared regions. It can be
observed that, as expected, both tasks shared most of the regions, except
for anterior cingulum, posterior part of superior temporal gyri (Wer
nicke’s area) and some small clusters. The regions significant for
LMM>Arith (blue column in Table 2) included most of the default mode
network (DMN) regions (bilateral: precuneus, angular gyri, medial
frontal regions, frontal middle gyri) but also involved bilateral amyg
dala, hippocampi, parahippocampal gyri (often considered part of the
DMN, as well), frontal superior and superior medial gyri, insula, tem
poral middle and superior gyri, temporal pole, fusiform gyri, calcarine
gyri, cuneus, occipital middle gyri and cerebellum’s 9 crus1 and crus2
areas. UMM>Arith showed a very similar pattern, but with slightly
lower activation, except for the anterior cingulum and posterior part of
right superior temporal gyrus.
(Wernicke’s area). For completeness, Fig. 2c shows the activation
map of Arith as determined by the contrast Arith>LMM, mainly
comprising parietal and left motor areas (due to button pushing). Please
refer to Table 2 for a complete list of regions and Tables C1 to C4 in
Supplementary Material for more detailed information. No significant
differences were observed neither in UMM>LMM nor UMM>NKM nor
NKM>NUM at this statistical threshold. Fig. B1 in Supplementary Ma
terial displays the maps obtained for UMM>NKM and NKM>NUM,
showing activation in the expected areas, but at much more lenient
statistical thresholds.
Fig. 3 shows bar and scatter plots of the contrast distribution for
selected regions (mean contrast value on a 3 mm-radius sphere). It is
worth to remind that LMM>UMM is the straight subtraction of
LMM>Arith and UMM>Arith. We could distinguish several cases. First,
there were regions, such as precuneus L or Heschl L, in which both
LMM>Arith and UMM>Arith showed a similar activation, making
LMM>UMM to be close to zero. It can be seen that the range of
LMM>UMM values in precuneus L was lower than in LMM>Arith and
UMM>Arith, denoting both contrast were correlated, as it is illustrated
in the corresponding scatter plot of Fig. 3. Second, there were regions
such hippocampus R, in which activation was slightly higher in
LMM>Arith than in UMM>Arith resulting in residual differences in
LMM>UMM. Third, there were regions such as anterior cingulate R,
caudate L and Wernicke’s L in which UMM>Arith did not show any
significance but LMM>Arith, and, hence, LMM>UMM did. Finally,
there were areas such as frontal operculum R, parietal superior R or
cerebellum 6 in which neither LMM>Arith nor UMM>Arith were sig
nificant but their difference was. The bar plots of those areas shows that
the variability of LMM>UMM across the sample was much lower than
the variability of LMM>Arith and UMM>Arith, indicating both con
trasts were highly correlated, as it can be seen in the corresponding
scatter plots in the last row of Fig. 3. The negative values in left parietal
plot, indicates a BOLD signal higher in LMM than in UMM, but lower
than in Arith, which was the reference task for both contrast. As rest
periods were not collected, we could not determine whether such
negative BOLD levels were above the baseline (low activation) or bellow
it (deactivation).

2.7. Independent component analyses (ICA)
Provided that not all the differences obtained in LMM>UMM might
have been associated to AM-ML linkage, we performed complementary
ICA on unthresholded contrast images to disentangle areas that
responded to common mechanisms. ICA determined the areas whose
contrast increased or decreased simultaneously across the sample, that
is, the brain networks as long as we assume that a network entails a
common spatial pattern with a different global intensity depending on
its degree of activation for each individual. ICA was performed by means
of infomax algorithm, using the number of components estimated by the
algorithm and the default values determined in GIFT. Finally, we
checked for correlation between the weights of the ICA components and
the variables we collected for each participant: demographic (sex, age,
handedness, musical studies and musical consumption) and experi
mental (intensity of evoked emotions, their valence and clarity of re
membrance of AMs in their own tracks), to seek for potential
interrelations. For those analyses, we used a statistical threshold of
P < 0.05 and verified which analyses survived Bonferroni’s correction
for multiple comparisons.
3. Results
3.1. Experiment performance
Three participants (3 men) had to be discarded from the original
sample, two because large movements during fMRI (over 2 mm and/or 3
degrees) and a third because technical problems during the experiment,
leaving a final sample consisting of 28 subjects (age: 32.4 ± 7.6, 8 men,
4 left-handers). All participants knew the tracks played in UMM and
NKM and no one reported to have ever listened to any of the unfamiliar
tracks. Table 1 summarizes the participant’s answers to post scanning
questionnaire. All participants but two described the fMRI experiment as
pleasant, even to have enjoyed it. Five subjects reported difficulties in
clearly remembering one of the AM we proposed (UMM, NKM or NUM),
none more than one. One of the participants forgot to push the button
during Arith. All these incidents were disregarded in the first level an
alyses because we assumed that, due to their low rate and high het
erogeneity, they would have a minimum impact on posterior group
analyses.
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Fig. 2. Results of contrasts: (a) LMM>UMM (green), (b) LMM>Arith (blue) and UMM>Arith (red; violet for blue and red shared areas) and (c) Arith>LMM
(maroon). Shared color code with Table 2 and Fig. 3. (For interpretation of the references to color in this figure legend, the reader is referred to the web version of
this article.)
Table 2
AAL labeling of significant clusters for LMM>UMM, LMM>Arith and UMM>Arith.

Number of significant voxels per AAL areas, listed in alphabetical order, for the contrasts: LMM>UMM (green columns), LMM>Arith (blue columns) and UMM>Arith
(soft red columns). In case clusters covered several AAL regions, only subregions with more than 5 voxels have been accounted. In bold on gray, more relevant regions
for LMM>UMM contrast, as defined by regions showing much larger clusters in LMM>UMM than in the rest of contrasts. Please, refer to Supplementary Material for
more detailed information. Shared color code with Figs. 2 and 3.

3.3. ICA analyses

LMM>Arith for visual comparison. Fig. 4d includes, as well, the plots of
the weight of those components along the sample (each point corre
sponds to a participant labeled by their sex). See Table C5 in Supple
mentary Material for a list of the number of voxels of selected ICA
components in each AAL area. The two components of LMM>Arith
(cyan and orange in Fig. 4a) almost matched the LMM>Arith (dark blue
in Fig. 4c), whereas the two components of LMM>UMM (yellow and
violet) analysis covered most of the LMM>UMM map (green), all except
the parietal and some parts of basal ganglia. In reference to the corre
lation analyses of the weights of the ICA components, we only found

The number of components estimated by GIFT were 5 for
LMM>UMM and 2 for LMM>Arith contrast images. Components 1–3 of
the first analysis (displayed in Fig. B2 of Supplementary Material) were
not considered of interest because they contained a large percentage of
extraneous voxels (white matter and cerebrospinal fluid). Fig. 4 displays
(a) the last two ICA components of LMM>UMM (C4LMM>UMM and
C5LMM>UMM), (b) the two ICA components of LMM>Arith (C1LMM>Arith
and C2LMM>Arith) and (c) the activation maps for LMM>UMM and
5
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Fig. 3. Four first rows: bar plots of distribution among the sample of LMM>UMM (green), LMM>Arith (blue) and UMM>Arith (red) mean contrast in 3 mm-radius
spheres placed in representative areas. Last row: scatter plots of (LMM>Arith) vs (UMM>Arith) contrasts in three of the spheres to visualize their correlation. The
position of the spheres in the central reference image is approximate; the few slices displayed did not cover the real position of all of them. Shared color code with
Fig. 2 and Table 2. (For interpretation of the references to color in this figure legend, the reader is referred to the web version of this article.)
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Fig. 4. ICA components from the analyses of
contrast variability along the sample: a)
C4LMM>UMM (violet) and C5LMM>UMM (yellow);
b) C1LMM>Arith (cyan) and C2LMM>Arith (orange);
c) original activation maps of contrast
LMM>UMM (green) and LMM>Arith (blue) to
be visually compared with ICA components and
d) plot of variation of the components along the
sample (M/F for male/female). C5LMM>UMM and
C1LMM>Arith were highly correlated (P < 0.001)
and correlated with sex. No other component
showed significant correlation with any other
collected variable (age, handedness, musical
education, music consumption, emotiveness of
tracks, sign of the emotion or clarity of the re
membrance of AMs). For completeness, the
discarded ICA components of contrast
LMM>UMM are shown in Fig. B2 of Supple
mentary Material. (For interpretation of the
references to color in this figure legend, the
reader is referred to the web version of this
article.)

poles [30,32–35], insular cortex [13,37,39,55], Rolandic operculum
[37], inferior frontal triangularis [51,52] and middle cingulate which
was reported to have a role in music recognition[47]. In reference to
emotion, as expected, both contrasts activated the amygdala [16,21,22,
39,42], other areas belonging to the reward system and the medial
prefrontal cortex associated to musical emotion [36,44]. Finally, pri
mary auditory cortex was barely activated during Arith, as evidenced by
the huge statistical significance of this area in LMM>Arith and
UMM>Arith (P < 1. E-11, Tables C2, C3 in Supplementary Material).
We can conclude that participants mainly inhibited the scanner noise
(highly attenuated by using the MRI soft-tone mode, the foam ear-plugs,
the headphones and external foam pads) during the experiment so it did
not interfere the results [70].

significant correlation between C5LMM>UMM and C1LMM>Arith and be
tween both components and sex (P < 0.05), which did not survive to
Bonferroni’s correction for multiple comparisons.
4. Discussion
4.1. Overall view
The aim of this work was to investigate by fMRI the network asso
ciated to LMM. The overall view of this work indicates that, effectively,
LMM is more than a juxtaposition of AM and ML. According to second
order analysis and ICA on contrast images, the AM-ML linking network
might involve left precuneus and bilateral anterior cingulate, frontal
inferior operculum and insula, frontal medial orbital gyri, caudate
nuclei, cerebellum 6 and vermis. The implication of bilateral anterior
insula and anterior cingulate with left prefrontal dorsolateral and left
parietal operculum resemble the distribution of the multimodal inte
gration and salience networks [65]. Those areas are the convergence
regions of multimodal integration in the perceptual pathways from the
primary cortex to cognition. This topography may suggest that the
pathway by which ML is linked to AM is attentional and directly related
with perceptual processing instead of the natural way of remembering
typically associated with default mode network, in accordance with
what was pointed out by previous studies involving ML and AM [53,54].

4.3. Analysis of LMM and UMM differences
The main goal of the study was to establish the AM and ML networks’
linkage by subtracting the AM and ML maps, as determined by UMM,
from LMM. It can be argued, however, that not all the differences ob
tained in LMM>UMM (Fig. 2a) responded to AM-ML linkage. Based on
previous literature, the general knowledge on functional brain parcel
lation and the information provided by the ICA on contrast images, we
might speculate about which regions of the LMM>UMM map constitutes
a network involved in the ML-AM linkage and which ones are associated
to collateral subprocesses. For instance, LMM>UMM showed some areas
that, despite being common to both contrasts, did not cancel when both
contrasts were subtracted. Such areas, for instance angular and temporal
middle gyri, were easily identifiable in Table 2, because they showed a
much smaller number of voxels in LMM>UMM than in LMM>Arith and
UMM>Arith. We might guess this could be driven by a greater arousal,
emotional answer and vividness in LMM than in UMM, which could
result in a significantly higher activation of such areas in the first task
with respect to UMM. Other significant regions in LMM>UMM might
reflect collateral activations associated to LMM but not to UMM. It could
be the case of superior parietal areas, which have been reported to be
related to the imaginary of singing, dancing of playing music [42,50]. It
could be the case, as well, of occipital areas, associated to visual con
structs. In the same way, the presence of Wernicke’s area in
LMM>UMM, responsible for language comprehension, might denote a
greater attention of participants to the lyrics of their own tracks than to
the background music in UMM. To this respect, it is worth noting that
lyrics was a substantial part of the music and cannot be though as a
separate cue to AMs. In our experiment, the words contained in the

4.2. Reliability of fMRI maps according previous literature
As it was hypothesized, active regions common to LMM>Arith and
UMM>Arith (violet clusters in Fig. 2b) were in concordance with those
described in previous literature for AM and ML and listed in the intro
duction. In particular there was a notable activation in the core AM areas
described in Maguire et al. [3] and endorsed by many posterior papers
[6,9–12]: hippocampi, parahippocampal gyri, temporal poles, angular
gyri, retrosplenial cortex, and precuneus. Unlike other studies, we found
bilateral activation in all AM core areas. Occipital areas described to be
involved in visual imagery and constructs were also significant for both
contrasts: lingual [13,54,66], cuneus [4,53], calcarine [11,67] and
fusiform [8,13,14]. We was also found activation in mostly reported ML
areas: superior temporal gyri [28,34,68], right supplementary motor
areas [25] (left supplementary motor area was also involved in Arith
because participants were asked to push a button in each answer), left
superior and middle frontal gyri [45,54], bilateral medial frontal gyri
[36,69], left orbitofrontal [28–30], middle temporal gyri [35], temporal
7
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music did not tell the subjects the event to recall, but, as much, depicted,
jointly with music, the feelings on that situation. On the other hand, the
activation of anterior cingulum, which has been repeatedly reported to
have a role in AMs retrieval [9,10,13,14], was expected not only in
LMM>Arith but also in UMM>Arith. Our hypothesis is that the lack
activation in the second contrast was due to a different balance in
memory searching and memory reconstruction in UMM with respect to
LMM. The access to memories must have been faster in LMM than in
UMM, which would have required an active searching effort for some
participants in part of the proposed AMs. That might have decrease the
mean activation of anterior cingulum, an area that plays a role in the
attention to internal generated images and maintenance of goals [6,14,
17] as part of the frontoparietal control system of self-processes [71].

4.5. Study limitations
As far as we know, the present work is the first study designed to
investigate the AM and ML networks’ linkage in shared events. To this
aim, we developed an fMRI paradigm in which participants selected
their own tracks without restriction on kind of music or associated AM,
its emotional burden or the clarity of the memories that music brought
to them. We preferred not to add any restraint to enhance what was
inherent to the active task of remembering (AM) over the passive
response to stimuli (ML), with the idea that differences in activation
patterns related to heterogeneous ML stimuli affecting a single subject,
would be vanished in the posterior group analyses. We are aware the
proposed fMRI paradigm has room for improvement. First, NKM and
NUM maps did not achieve the expected statistical significance, and,
therefore, failed to fulfill the objective they were included for. Second,
we did not include a rest period to control for deactivations. Finally, we
did not counterbalanced the tasks within the runs. Additionally, in the
first level GLM model, the employed regressors considered the activa
tion remained constant within each run, although it has been shown that
AM involve a series of processes that dynamically activates different
regions [5,6]. In that sense, we shortened the more used 30 s of excerpt
to 24 s to procure a better balance between the earlier memory access
and the later memory elaboration. Thus, GLM provided what AM
retrieval had in common across runs (ML) and sample, which fully met
the aim of the paper. The coherence of activation patterns with previous
literature and the fact that the variance of LMM>Arith could be
explained with only two ICA components confirmed the suitability of
our approach in this context. This might support the idea that, in
experiential fMRI studies, it could be necessary to achieve a similar
mental status whatever was the stimulus that lead the participant to it
rather than to use the same stimuli for all participants, which could
result in heterogeneous answers depending on subject’s personality
traits and mood [44]. Nevertheless, LMM is a complex mental activity
involving a large number of simultaneous dynamic processes, making
the explanation of the maps not to be straightforward. Of note, we
suggested the network recruited in the ML and AM linkage by combining
the information from LMM>UMM and ICA analyses, and we tried to
provide a plausible explanation for that. Nevertheless, we are aware our
interpretation of results contains speculative elements and that alter
native readings of our results are possible. Moreover, we don’t assert this
network is specific for music-evoked memories. It might be related to
other differences between LMM and UMM tasks, for instance, the access
to memories in LMM (cued) and UMM (prompted). Therefore, this
network might have a role in similar experiments using sensory
non-musical cues. Deeper analyses to deal with individual responses to
particular stimulus will be performed using functional connectivity tools
in a future work.
Another limitation of the study was that the experiment was run on a
homogeneous small sample, which did not allow us to establish de
pendences, if any [11,36,42], on the intensity and valence of the
emotional comeback to AMs and ML and/or the clarity of the remem
brance. Hence, we cannot discard small network variants, for instance,
in case of emotionally negative AMs. Finally, the use of topup algorithm
to correct for EPI distortion might have enlarge susceptibility artifacts
and resulted in false negatives nearby these regions: the ventral frontal
lobe, anterior part of amygdala and entorhinal cortex and central part of
inferior temporal gyri. Further research has to be done to validate the
applicability of the paradigm in mild cognitive impairment and other
mental diseases.

4.4. Determination of networks by ICA
ICA on LMM>Arith determined that its variance of response along
sample might be explained by only two components. C1LMM>Arith
comprised a great part of default and auditory networks and the vermis,
whereas C2LMM>Arith contained most of limbic network and precuneus.
That might suggest a segregation between high-level processes (search,
recognition, memory composition, self-control.) and low-level ones
(emotions, feelings, vividness.) whose degree of activation would be
modulated by mood and personality traits. Nevertheless, the weights of
ICA components did not correlate with emotional charge of AMs or the
clarity of the remembrance as reported by participants. It should be
noted that precuneus was a shared area of both components, indicating
that it would be involved both in high and low level processes. More
over, ICA on LMM>UMM resulted in five components. Two of them
were highlighted over the rest: C4LMM>UMM shared most of areas with
C2LMM>Arith, although the weights of both components were uncorre
lated, which means that such component were also present in
UMM>Arith. C5LMM>UMM embraced most of the LMM>UMM map,
except for superior parietal gyri and parahippocampal regions. Inter
estingly, this component correlated with C1LMM>Arith of (high-level
processes), correlated to sex (higher weights in men). Provided the
correlation with sex did not survive the Bonferroni’s correction for
multiple comparisons and there were just 8 men in the final sample, this
correlation might be spurious. The absence of superior parietal areas in
C5LMM>UMM with respect to LMM>UMM might indicate that their acti
vation responded to an independent mechanism, as hypothesized in the
previous section, where we suggested this area could be related to
mental imaginary of signing, playing or dancing the pieces. It also re
veals that in our experiment, although it has been reported that cere
bellum 6 projects to parietal areas [72], the activations of cerebellum 6
and parietal superior areas were independent. The absence of putamen
would be in agreement with reduced presence of the rest of
motor-related areas, mostly linked to ML. Taking all this into consider
ation, we might conclude that C5LMM>UMM mainly describes the nodes
involved in the AM-ML linkage. The notable presence of cerebellar
areas, principally vermis, which projects ventral medial areas of the
brain, and cerebellum 6, and the absence of the thalamus suggest a
cortico-ponto-cerebellar pathway [72,73] comprising cerebellum, par
ahippocampal gyri, caudate, anterior cingulate and ventral lateral re
gions of the prefrontal cortex and adjacent part of the insula, being, most
probably, precuneus the hub that managed all the information. This
network encompasses a large part of the regions reported in previous
AM-ML experiments [53–55]. Incidentally, most of these regions, except
for parahippocampal gyri and precuneus that have been associated to
visual imagery, are preserved until late stages of AD, which might
explain why AD patients with severe affectation of hippocampi may be
able to recover AMs while listening music linked to them[1]. The
presence of medial frontal and parietal areas would be in agreement
with the connectivity reinforcement of those areas described in AM in
epilepsy patients suffering hippocampal atrophy [18].

5. Conclusions
We conclude that LMM is more than the juxtaposition of AM and ML.
Results suggests the existence of a cortico-ponto-cerebellar network
formed, among other areas, by left precuneus and bilateral anterior
cingulate, parahippocampal gyri, frontal inferior operculum, ventral
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anterior part of the insula, frontal medial orbital gyri, caudate nuclei,
cerebellum 6 and vermis that might rule the ML-induced retrieval of AM
in closely linked AM-ML events. This topography might suggest that the
pathway by with ML is linked to AM is attentional and directly related
with perceptual processing, involving salience network, instead of the
natural way of remembering typically associated with default mode
network.

Appendix A. Supporting information
Supplementary data associated with this article can be found in the
online version at doi:10.1016/j.bbr.2021.113634.
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